
RISING TENSIONS,INDIA-CHINA

PREDICTIONS-ASTROECONOMICS



The world knows about the rising tension in India and China. Both the countries are implying

allegations on each other which is fuelling the tension further. India's external affairs ministry

accused China of breaking an agreement struck the previous week to respect the Line of Actual

Control (LAC) in the Gawlan Valley.

My tributes to the un-daunting courage and condolences to the bereaved families. We stand

together in defending our security and territorial integrity.

There is a huge amount of geo-cosmic activity that will be unfolding from18 June. These include

Mercury retrograde (June 18-July 12), Neptune retrograde (June 22, with the solar eclipse), and

Venus turning direct (June 25). This triple planetary station period can coincide with major

reversals in all markets. The solar eclipse is on 21 June. For one thing, this is the midpoint of

three planets changing directions in their orbit around the Sun as seen from earth. It will not be

surprising if the stock market takes a break then. What is unclear is how big that break could be. It

could be very big, given that Jupiter will conjunct Pluto and Ketu at June 30. Awaiting for the Major

trend change in Markets from 1st July.



Predictions -

The world is already suffering from the pandemic and economic slowdown, this could be another dent in the

current scenario.

As per the time theory, this is a huge transition and concentration of planetary positions. This

concentration can lead to the further escalation of the tensions and it will not ease down soon. The

planetary position will form its quadrilateral structure in full force in the first week of July. This time frame will

bring more clarity about the tensions and scale up too. Planetary configuration suggest that the situation is

going to be more complex so traders should keep themselves light and should stay alert. We have already

seen this in the strained time frame as per the planetary position. The peak of this time frame will be in the

month of July. Later, August onwards there will be relaxation in some situation.
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